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Abstract: - In this paper a new version of a bank-check processing system is presented. Many important integrations are proposed in order to improve its classification accuracy. This goal is achieved by using the Computer Aided Software Engineering tools provided by the "Khoros" software framework. New algorithms, based on Hidden Markov Models, both for courtesy and legal amount recognition, are implemented and added to those previously used for image pre-processing, amounts recognition and classifier combination. A visual programming environment is used to re-assemble the bank-check processing system that can be easily modified and extended. Experimental results, using own and international databases, show the obtained improvements.
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1 Introduction

It’s well-known that bank-checks are documents with colored backgrounds and different pre-printed and user-handwritten areas with a large variety of layouts, depending on the issuing bank. Algorithms for bank-check image processing and for recognition of handwritten numerals and words have attracted great interest during these last thirty-five years. Depending on the dynamic programming [1] proposed in literature, new algorithms still today continue to receive increasing attention from scientists for the best results that can be achieved. During this long period many versions of a bank-check processing system have been produced. A first prototype, consisting of modules for bank-check image acquisition and pre-processing, CMC-7 detection and recognition, signature verification, layout processing, legal and courtesy amount recognition and amount validation, was proposed in the past [2, 3]. After that, the prototype was modified and updated in order to adapt it to the new European currency [4]. The introduction of the Euro in Europe has changed the way of writing both the courtesy and the legal amounts on checks. In consequence of this event, it was necessary to produce new algorithms and in some cases to modify the pre-existing ones in order to treat the centesimal parts on both the legal and the courtesy amounts. New solutions for the detection of a handwritten comma in the courtesy amount and of a slash followed by two handwritten digits in the legal amount were adopted. Furthermore, the operators for the recognition of legal amounts were specialized to handle a new specific grammar and a reduced lexicon consisting of only 48 basic words. Now, in order to improve the recognition rate for digits and basic words, an approach based on Hidden Markov Models has been implemented and integrated in the previous bank-check processing system. The CASE tools provided by the Khoros framework are used for the creation and the management of a great number of new algorithms. This strategy leads to an efficient prototype of the software system. An overview of the new bank-check processing system is reported in section 2. Section 3 reports the organization of a new toolbox, the identification of the software objects and the system prototyping. Section 4 shows the experimental results.

2 Overview of the new bank-check processing system

Firstly, a bank-check is scanned at 200 dpi with 16 gray levels and transformed into an image of BMP format. After a binarization process it is reduced to only two colored levels: black (foreground of the image) and white (background of the image). The Character Magnetic Code (CMC-7) is extracted for retrieving from a bank reference database the information about the specific bank-check layout, like the position of the user-handwritten fields for courtesy amount, legal amount and signature. After that, a pre-processing phase is used to detect and to correct slants, to smooth digit and word images, to remove underlines [5, 6] and to segment in basic elements [7]. In the system a specific module for legal amount treatment is used. Several attempts to solve the problem of handwritten legal amount recognition have been done up to now. Any legal amount is obtained by joining some basic words, according to syntactical rules, forming a small lexicon. Obviously, the type of information to be exploited is strictly related to the bank-check issuing country. Three main approaches have been implemented in the Legal Amount Recognition Module [8, 9]: the segmentation-free, the perception-oriented and the segmentation-based methods. The segmentation-free method tries to recognize the word as a whole by extracting a description from the whole input word (i.e. number of vertical strokes, ascenders, descenders, loops etc.) and by searching for the most similar reference word in the lexicon. In the perception-oriented
approach the regular and the singular parts are taken into account separately. The set of singularities allows the division of each legal amount in units of basic words. By analyzing the sequence of singularities, the basic words are grouped into 18 singularity classes. They are recognized and isolated. By detecting the separator words, the amounts included between 1 and 999 are recognized by matching their code against the codes of a suitable set of prototypes. A warping function can be used to compare the unknown hand-traced-word and the template words. In the warping, not only the distribution of the singularities, but also the size of the regular regions between templates and unknown sample and the position of singularities are taken into account. The segmentation-based approach, by using the minima along the vertical direction, identifies strokes in word letters. Then, the description of the sequence of strokes corresponding to each letter can be considered. With this description, classifiers are used to find the best match and the recognition is carried on. Also the courtesy amount is an important field in a bank-check. It hasn't any legal function, because it is only a “courtesy” field, but it is useful in the system prototype for the correct recognition and for the validation of the legal amount.

Many pre-existing software objects continue to be still valid in the Courtesy Amount Recognition Module. Furthermore, a new recognition approach has been adopted. New algorithms based on the HMM theory are implemented and included into this module. In conjunction with the pre-existing ones, these algorithms are combined by a multi-expert system for digit recognition, consisting of a voting strategy [10]. The combination shows a significantly improvement of the performance of the prototype.

At the end, the Amount Validation Module checks the consistency of the legal and courtesy entire amount recognition and it verifies the signature correctness [11].

3 Bank-check Processing System Prototyping

The prototyping phase, carried on by using the Khoros framework, consists of the following toolboxes, that include programs and software objects related to the specific application domain. The entire software living cycle is supported by the programming tools Craftsman, Composer, Guise and Cantata [12, 13]. In the following a briefly description of a new toolbox and of new algorithms for bank-check processing is reported.

3.1 Identification of a new different application domain, creation of the toolbox and of related software objects

By using the Craftsman tool, a new toolbox, called “basic_words_recognition”, has been created in addition to the pre-existing ones, that are "image preprocessing", “layout analysis”, "segmentation", "combination methods", "legal amount recognition" and "digit recognition". In this new toolbox many software objects for the recognition of basic words in legal amounts are implemented. Furthermore, other new programs for the classification of handwritten digits are created and added in the digit_recognition toolbox.

The algorithms grouped within each of these toolboxes were divided into subcategories according to their specific function. This organization allows a very fast and immediate access to each software component during the developing phase and during the maintenance phase.

3.2 Development of programs within the toolboxes

The tools Composer and Guise have been intensively used in this phase to create the programs that will be described in the next sub-sections.

3.2.1 Creation of the "basic_words_recognition" toolbox and its software objects

Any legal amount is a unique word obtained by combining some of the basic words, according to specific syntactic rules. The "basic_words_recognition" toolbox, just created, contains operators that use the Hidden Markov statistical models for the recognition of 48 basic words. In recent years Hidden Markov Models are being used both in on-line and off-line handwritten text recognition [1]. An HMM topology is defined as a five-tuple \(<Q, O, A, B, \Pi>\): “Q” the finite set of N hidden states, “O” the set of M observable symbols, “A” the matrix of transition probabilities between states, “B” the matrix with the emission probabilities of observable symbols for each state and “\Pi” the set of the initial state probabilities.
left to right across the handwritten word. These vectors are considered as observations. Each window is divided into 16 regular sub-regions. The ratio between the number of foreground pixels, included in each sub-region, and the total number of foreground pixels in the related window is considered as an element of the vector. In this manner the series of windows allow the extraction of the feature vector.

3.2.2 Creation of new software objects stored into the "digit_recognition" toolbox

Up to now a lot of algorithms for digit recognition have been put into the prototyping system. They vary both in features types and classification techniques [16, 17, 18]. There are algorithms with both global and local features extraction methods. They are stored into a pre-existing toolbox, called "digit_recognition" and they are “template matching”, “histogram”, “crossing line”, “region”, “contour slope”, “modified contour slope”, “characteristic loci” and “zoning”.

Since algorithms for the recognition of handwritten digits are not exhaustive and the toolboxes in the Khoros framework can be easily updated, new operators are created in order to achieve a higher recognition rate. New HMMs for off-line handwritten digit recognition are created with a lexicon of 10 elements. A sequence of observations is obtained by extracting a feature vector from every digit sample using a Freeman chain coding on the contour pixels. We have created one HMM per digit, adopting ergodic HMMs with a model-discriminant strategy. Each of them has been trained by using the Baum-Welch algorithm starting from a pre-determinate set of initial parameters for each model.

The recognition phase used the Backward-Forward algorithm. Varing the number of states in the HMM algorithms the best classification results over the test data are achieved. They were inserted into the Courtesy Amount Recognition Module in addition to the pre-existing classifiers in a multi-classifier solution.

3.3 System prototyping

The new prototype of bank-check processing system has been assembled within the Cantata visual-programming environment. It has been expanded by adding into specific modules, included in particular processing phases contained into the system, the most suitable software objects. They are selected from those just created and dynamically connected each other forming a high-modular and easy-to-reuse data flow diagram.

Figure 1 shows an example of the visual program for digit recognition.

4 Experimental Results

The extended Bank-check Processing System is tested on 1600 Italian bank-check samples of 85 different writers extracted from a recently developed database. The performance on Legal Amount and Courtesy Amount is evaluated in terms of recognition rate, by effecting a writer-independent classification with HMM-based algorithms. The results of the experiments are reported in the following.

Any Italian legal amount is written as a unique word. It consists of a sequence of basic words, created according to syntactic rules, forming a small lexicon. After the introduction of the Euro currency, only 48 simple words are sufficient to represent Italian amounts. They are reported in Figure 2.

![Updated Italian legal amount lexicon](image)

Figure 3 shows us an example of a legal amount. Its whole part is obtained by combining four handwritten basic words: “mille”, “due”, “cento” and “cinquanta”.

![Example of Italian legal amount](image)

Software objects, with continuous density HMM recognizers of basic words in LAR Module, are trained on 9600 training samples (200 samples x 48 basic words). Since the classification performance over the test data
changes as a function of the number of states in the HMMs, several configurations are evaluated by training and testing the programs to find the optimal solution. Numbers of states from 16 to 28 and from 18 to 30 are used, respectively, with mixtures of gaussians consisting of 2 or 3 components. The best results in terms of correct recognition are 69.87%, by using HMMs with 28 states and mixtures of 2 components, and 78.41%, by using HMMs with 30 states and mixtures of 3 components. Segmentation-free, segmentation-based and perception-oriented methods have a performance, respectively, of about 69.05%, 64.80% and 21.00% in terms of recognition rate. The experimental results demonstrate that the recognition rate is highly increased with the use of the HMMs for basic words in the Legal Amount Recognition Module. Furthermore, discrete HMM recognizers for handwritten digits in CAR are trained and tested. In this case, the training database consists of 4500 training samples (15 different authors, 3 samples for each author and 10 classes to be recognized). Figure 4 reports recognition results of 10 HMM-based classifiers, each for a handwritten digit.

![Graph showing recognition rates on testing digits with HMM classifiers](image)

About 2% of average improvement of the recognition performance is expected by testing the results in progress, if all pre-existing handwritten digit recognition algorithms (trained and tested on CEDAR database – BR directory) are combined with these 10 HMM-based recognizers, put into a multi-classifier system by means of the Majority Vote combination method.

**5 Conclusions**

A bank-check processing system involves many fundamental tasks that are data acquisition, pre-processing (smoothing, noise filtering and segmentation), character and word recognition, signature verification and consistency validation. Since the development environment, based on the Khoros framework, is oriented to a dynamically software reuse and to a rapid structure prototyping, the system can be easily updated. In this paper an extended version of the bank-check processing system has been presented. Since generally algorithms are not exhaustive and the toolboxes can be easily updated, new software objects are implemented. Together with the pre-existing ones, a set of new algorithms for digit and basic word recognition, based on the HMM theory, has been created. The system has been re-assembled in an easy-way by utilizing the Khoros visual programming environment. An improvement on recognition results on 1600 Italian bank-checks demonstrates the feasibility of the updated system prototype. The experimental results, carried out in the field of handwritten digit and basic word recognition, point out the effectiveness of the HMM-based algorithms and make clear promising research directions.
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